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Applecross Community Company Survey 2018 

1. Introduction  

This report details the outputs of a survey carried out by Applecross Community Company (ACC) in 

Spring/Summer 2018.  

The survey is a step towards developing a 5-year plan for the Applecross Community Company – a 

plan which is to be based on community identified priorities and ideas.   

The survey’s primary objectives were to develop Applecross Community Company’s understanding 

of community aspirations and to identify ways to take these ideas forward. 

The information gathered will be used to build on the Community Vision developed by the 

Applecross Trust – Estate Plan Consultation Working Group 

(https://applecrossforum.org/community-vision/).  

For example, the survey builds on this by exploring in more depth some of the identified issues such 

as care, housing, and employment. Beyond this, the survey considers community needs and 

priorities which the Applecross Community Company, together with interested parties, might 

address.   

Ultimately a 5-year plan for the Applecross Community Company that has the support of the wider 

community will be developed.  

Assistance was provided by The Scottish Community Development Centre (SCDC) as part of the 

‘Supporting Communities 4’ programme. This support involved assistance in the design and 

development of the survey, data management and survey analysis.  

 

  

https://applecrossforum.org/community-vision/
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2. Summary of key points  

Community priorities  

Respondents identified the following as their top ten community benefits: 

1. Footpaths/walking trails 

2. Improved children's play areas 

3. Car parking 

4. Improved public toilets 

5. Gym/exercise equipment 

6. Workshop space/industrial units 

7. Community woodland 

8. Sports field 

9. Community run/owned visitor centre 

10. Small swimming pool 

However, although there was a clear pattern of preference there appeared to be no ‘clear 

winner(s)’. Few options received less than a neutral response overall ─ and then only just, (small 

scale cinema, office and desk space, new school premises, community cafe/catering space). 

Asking the community what they thought the priorities were shows a slightly different pattern: 

1. Small swimming pool 

2. Footpaths/walking trails 

3. Car parking 

4. Community run/owned visitor centre 

5. Workshop space/industrial units 

6. Improved children's play areas 

7. Gym/exercise equipment 

8. Improved public toilets 

9. Community woodland 

10. Sports field 

In terms of what respondents might use themselves the following priorities emerged:   

1. Footpaths/walking trails 

2. Small swimming pool 

3. Gym/exercise equipment 

4. Workshop space/industrial units 

5. Community woodland 

6. Multi-purpose community and social space 

7. Car parking 

8. Sports field 

9. Improved children's play areas 

10. Mountain-bike trails 

Mountain-bike trails and a multi-purpose community space move into the top ten at the expense of 

public toilets and visitor centre – these being more likely used by tourists.  
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Broadband  

Broadband is an essential resource for the community. Those running businesses emphasised the 

importance of a reliable connection. The community was supportive of AppleNet but reliability was 

identified as an issue.  

Work and employment  

A third of respondents were self-employed on the Applecross peninsula. A small, but not 

insignificant number, combine self-employment and employed, whilst others combine multiple self-

employed positions. Under and unemployment was low.  

Most of those who are self-employed work in tourism related activities. Beyond this, those who are 

self-employed work in a wide range of fields. Access to improved internet, capital and skilled labour 

were identified as priorities for growing businesses.  

11% of respondents reported that they were interested in starting a business. Items that might 

support these aspirations included skills and training, workshop spaces, office space and access to 

equipment and machinery.  

Housing  

Most respondents (55%) live in owned accommodation but a significant proportion rent (37%). Just 

over a fifth (21%) felt that their current accommodation does not suit their current needs. Of those, 

most were interested in a plot for self-build or in affordable owner-occupied accommodation.  

Caring  

Caring, both giving and receiving, appears to be an increasingly important feature of community life 

in Applecross. Nearly a quarter (23%) of residents told us that they may have increased care and 

support needs in the next five years. 19% of respondents reported that they may need to give 

support to an adult in the near future. 7% already do. 

Gaelic  

Most respondents are not able to speak Gaelic (69%) and only 6% described themselves as fluent. 

However, 28% percent were interested in learning Gaelic and 38% wanted to see greater promotion 

of the language and culture of Gaelic. The comments highlight a deep passion for the language and 

its place in the history and culture of Applecross.  

Crofting  

Most crofters reported using their land for produce, personal enjoyment and livestock. Most told us 

that they want to develop their production of crops and livestock and develop their sites. Those who 

wanted a croft responded in a similar way, but a significant number hoped to develop a business not 

traditionally associated with crofting. Access to shared machinery and to training are ways in which 

respondents felt ACC could help them.  

Transport and travel 

Most respondents had access to one vehicle (55%) and 32% had access to two vehicles. Only 3% had 

no access to a vehicle. 17% indicated they would be interested in reducing the number of vehicles in 

their household. Improving public transport was a strongly favoured option but significant numbers 

were interested in car share and community car.  
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Recreation and community facilities  

Facilities for individual sports, spaces for community organisations and general social spaces were 

regarded positively in Applecross. However, facilities and spaces for younger people were relatively 

poorly rated (nearly 40% considering them poor or very poor and only 21% ranking them good/very 

good). Many felt that the community hall could be used more frequently and that the space could be 

used more effectively.  

Respondents suggested numerous ways of improving social, recreational and community life. Those 

most frequently mentioned related to the development of sports facilities and artistic and cultural 

activities and events.  

Improvements for Applecross Community Company  

Improved communication between ACC and the wider community was the most frequently raised 

point. A few noted recent improvements in this regard and a significant number expressed support 

for ACC staff and volunteers. A small number felt they should be more ambitious, especially with 

regard to land ownership, and a couple suggested that ACC should work more closely with the 

Applecross Trust.  

Additional comments 

The additional comments were dominated by concerns about poorly managed tourism and the 

acute issues created by the North Coast 500. Many expressed their love of living in Applecross.  

There was also concern about the longer term sustainability of the community; housing issues and 

funding cuts being cited.  
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3. Methodology  

Survey design and development  

The survey was designed collaboratively by Applecross Community Company directors and 

development officer with support provided by SCDC. The questions were set with the 

intention of: 

- Exploring ideas for development opportunities and the extent to which these might 

(or might not) resonate with the community 

- Exploring specific themes which have previously been identified as issues e.g. 

transport; housing 

- Exploring areas of potential support and development which might not have been 

considered before (e.g. Gaelic, crofting).  

Survey delivery  

The survey was available in two formats: online and print. The principle was to make the 

survey as accessible as possible to encourage the highest feasible response rate.  

The online version was circulated by email and on social media. It was recirculated three 

times.  Volunteers delivered surveys to the majority of habitable properties on the 

Applecross peninsula.  

The survey was open between 10th May and 10th June 2018. 

Copies of the survey and this report are downloadable from www.scdc.org.uk/applecross  

Survey responses 

153 responses were received in total, broken down as follows:  

 

Valid electronic 
surveys received 

Valid paper 
surveys 
received 

Total surveys  Applecross 
peninsula total 
population1  

Survey 
response 
rate  

93 60 153 250 61.2%  

 

An issue was identified whereby respondents started the electronic survey, stopped the 

survey and restarted – resulting in a number of incomplete surveys. To address this issue, 

after the survey closed the following ‘data cleaning’ process was undertaken. The principles 

were as follows: 

- Where ACC were notified of mistaken duplicate, the duplicate survey was removed.  

- Where a survey was two questions completed or fewer it was deleted  

- Where multiple IP address were recorded surveys were deleted only if all of the 

following conditions were satisfied: 

                                                           
1 Census 2011, all residents including those aged under 5  

http://www.scdc.org.uk/applecross
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o Presence of multiple IP addresses 

o six or fewer responses 

o 90% or greater congruence in recorded question responses 

Benefit of the doubt was given in favour of non-deletion. The approach was to maintain the 

integrity of the data whilst insuring that as far as possible all respondents had their views 

included. In total 12 responses were deleted.  

Introductory text for the survey indicated that this should be seen as an individual survey 

rather than a household survey. A prize draw of a £50 meal at the Applecross Inn was 

offered as an incentive.  

Anonymity and confidentiality  

Surveys could be completed and submitted anonymously. Contact details were requested 

purely for the prize draw and for those who might be interested in becoming members of 

the Community Company in future. This information was separated from the survey 

responses during analysis.  

How confident can we be in the results?  

With a method which attempted face-to-face contact with all residents and a total survey 

response rate of 61.2% we can be confident that the survey represents the views of the 

Applecross peninsula community. The age profile of respondents broadly matches that of 

the 2011 census. Adults aged 25-44 were slightly over represented, and age groups between 

45 and 64 a little under-represented.  
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Taking one indictor where we have collected comparable data – in this case economic 

activity – we see a similar pattern of responses between the survey responses and the 2011 

census. 

 

In both cases, the survey responses were broadly similar to the 2011 census. It is worth 

noting that the 2011 census is now seven years old and therefore the demographic and 

economic profile of Applecross may have changed. Overall, it is likely that the survey 

responses were a fair reflection of the views of the Applecross community.  

Analysis 

Analysis of the survey was carried out by SCDC. The following details the outputs. Each 

section has a heading, numbers to the top-left of graphs and charts refer to the question 

number in the survey.  

Where questions were open (e.g. Q39,40) and required text/comment responses or were 

extensive in volume (e.g. Q7) these were summarised in the findings and reproduced in full 

in the appendix. Where text responses were to provide additional information these are 

summarised in the findings. The only comments not-reproduced were those directed at 

identifiable individuals.  
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4. AppleNet Broadband 

1.  

 

94% of respondents had broadband in their property  

2.  

 

Most survey respondents – over two thirds – had AppleNet as their only or joint supplier. Just under 

a third used another service. 33 respondents (23%) used BT. The remainder used other suppliers or 

satellite.  
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100%

Responses

Do you have broadband in your property? (n=152) 

Yes No

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Yes - AppleNet is my only broadband service provider

Yes - I have AppleNet and one or more other service
providers (e.g. AppleNet and BT)

No - I use another service (please specify)

Are you an AppleNet Customer? (n=143)

Responses
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3. 

 

 

Few AppleNet customers were considering leaving, and the majority were satisfied with the process, 

customer support speed and overall service. However, the reliability of AppleNet was less well 

regarded.  

4. 

 

As might be expected, most people used the internet for ‘everyday’ tasks – such as shopping, social 

media, and email. However, nearly half used their internet service to receive streaming services, and 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

I am happy with the AppleNet service overall

I am happy with the speed of AppleNet

I am happy with the reliability of AppleNet

I am happy with the customer service and support
provided by AppleNet

I am happy with the price of AppleNet

I am considering leaving AppleNet

AppleNet - further questions 

% Strongly agree/agree % Neither agree nor disagree % Disagree/Strongly disagree

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Other (please specify)

Video games

Intensive use for work (e.g. video uploading, video
conferencing, large file sharing, cloud computing)

Occasional use (e.g. emails, occasional browsing)

Study and education

Streaming video/online content (e.g. Netflix, Spotify)

Light use for work (e.g. email, web browsing)

Online shopping

Social activity (e.g. keeping in contact with friends, email)

How do your use your broadband? (n=144)
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a third used it for study and education. 17% used the internet for demanding tasks such as video 

uploading.  

5.  

 

Broadband – as might be expected – is an essential utility for the community and businesses. There 

appeared to be strong support for AppleNet as a service – with nearly three quarters saying that all 

else being equal they would like to stay with AppleNet rather than switch to a larger supplier. There 

was also significant support for the exploration of ‘next generation’ faster broadband.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

A good broadband service is very important to me

A good broadband service is very important to the
community as a whole

It would be worthwhile for the Community Company to
pursue options for 'next generation' broadband services

If the service was of equivalent cost and quality, I would
rather stay with AppleNet than switch to a large

provider (e.g. BT, Sky, EE)

My employment/business depends on a good
broadband service

% of respondents 

Importance of broadband (n=142)

% Strongly agree/agree %Neither agree nor disagree %Strongly disagree/disagree
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6.  

 

Reliability is a key priority for the community, followed by speed. Price is relatively a lesser concern. 
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5. Community priorities  

7.  

 

 

Overall, a clear pattern of preference emerges, with most options ranked between 3 (the middle 

score) and 5. However, four items fall below being of ‘moderate benefit’ (community café [just]; new 

school premises; office and desk space; small scale cinema).  

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Small scale cinema

Office and desk space

New school premises

Community cafe/catering space

Bicycle rental

Retail space

Storage space

Studio space

Exhibition space

Mountain-bike trails

Poly-tunnels

Laundrette

Average

Commercial composting facility

Multi purpose community and social space

Woodland crofts

Allotments

Small swimming pool

Community run/owned visitor centre

Sports field

Community woodland

Workshop space/industrial units

Gym/exercise equipment

Improved public toilets

Car parking

Improved children's play areas

Footpaths/walking trails

Average score out of 5  (where 5 is greatest benefit, 1 the lowest possible and 3 
the middle rank) 

To what extent do you think each would be of benefit for 
the community of Applecross? (n=150)
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There appeared to be a broad spread of items identified as being of greatest benefit to the 

community – spanning both tourist and resident focused activity.  

The development of footpaths and walking trails was identified as being of greatest benefit to the 

community of Applecross. Toilets, car parking, play areas, gym equipment were also identified. A 

community owned or run visitor centre was identified as being of significant value.  

In terms of economic activity, workshop space and industrial units were highlighted as being of 

benefit. However, desk, studio and retail space featured less prominently.  
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Ranking items by percentage of those identifying items to be ‘of great/worthwhile’ benefit (the 

higher rankings) changes the order slightly. For example, ‘new school premises’ moves up 4. Places.  

11 items score 50% or more for ‘of great/worthwhile benefit’ – allotments being the lowest ranked 

of these.  

Additional comments can be summarised as follows (see also appendix 1 for full list).  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Small scale cinema

Community cafe/catering space

Storage space

Office and desk space

Studio space

Bicycle rental

New school premises

Retail space

Exhibition space

Multi purpose community and social space

Poly-tunnels

Woodland crofts

Laundrette

Commercial composting facility

Mountain-bike trails

Allotments

Workshop space/industrial units

Community woodland

Small swimming pool

Sports field

Community run/owned visitor centre

Gym/exercise equipment

Improved public toilets

Car parking

Improved children's play areas

Footpaths/walking trails

% of respondents 

To what extent do you think each would be of benefit for the 
community of Applecross? (n=150)

Of great/worthwhile benefit Of moderate benefit Of little/no benefit
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Ideas for additional facilities and activities: 

• Trial bikes, skate park; tennis, crazy golf; large swimming pool/spa, gym facilities; 

youth club; resources for outdoor pursuits e.g. wetsuits, kayaks etc.  

Social resources 

• Care home; community owned/affordable housing  

• Development of more community owned assets 

• Community janitor working across multiple sights 

Communications 

• 4G phone signal 

Use of existing resources  

• Small hall as a community hub; community hall already is a community and social 

space  

Nature and environment 

• Rewilding; animal crossing signs  

Comments on ideas 

• Coin operated laundry for customers and service washes  

• A mountain bike hub with parking, café, bike wash, marketing and waymarked trails.  

• Book swap/library; library of things in any new project  

• “[…] a modern tourist attraction by way of a visitor centre then this would allow for 
income generation from tourists to sit beside facilities for locals and visitors alike. […]. 
Placing many facilities together would allow for shared staff and volunteers and create 
across several facilities job opportunities. A visitor attraction could aim to be 'the' 
centre to visit on the West Coast – a must stop destination to make the most of the 
NC500 and other visitors. A centre with attractions, displays, activities covering 
heritage, natural history, crofting, arts, music, culture, geology, night sky, the local 
people, fishing, stories and songs of the area.” 

• Community well-being hub for older people and a space to encourage social mixing  
 

Shops and facilities  

• Bakery; takeaway 

Transport  

• Taxi service; minibus service 
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Tourism 

• An ‘Applecross Tourism Authority’ to manage tourism; management of parking and 

roads e.g. on shore street; passing places; yacht moorings;  community run central 

management and booking hub for holiday homes.  
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8.  

 

Asking respondents to identify their priorities ‘shuffles the deck’ more notably. Most clearly, ‘small 

swimming pool’ becomes relatively more important, as does ‘new school premises’. On the other 

hand, ‘exhibition space’ drops considerably. The average score of 66.88 means that items from 

‘allotments’ upwards have an above average priority score.  

  

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Exhibition space

Studio space

Storage space

Bicycle rental

Office and desk space

Small scale cinema

Community cafe/catering space

Retail space

Commercial composting facility

Poly-tunnels

Multi purpose community and social space

New school premises

Woodland crofts

Laundrette

Average

Allotments

Mountain-bike trails

Sports field

Community woodland

Improved public toilets

Gym/exercise equipment

Improved children's play areas

Workshop space/industrial units

Community run/owned visitor centre

Car parking

Footpaths/walking trails

Small swimming pool

Total score (1st =5pts; 2nd = 4pts....5th=1pt) 

Top 5 choices from question 7 (scored 1 [highest] to 5 lowest]) 
n=123   
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9.  

 

The use of the proposed options differs more significantly from priorities. This is perhaps not 

surprising given that residents would use facilities differently to visitors. Health and recreation 

options had a clear lead over other choices. A multi-purpose community space was higher ranked 

using this measure than its overall benefit. Community café also moved from below average in 

question 8 (ranked priorities) to above average here.  

 

 

 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Bicycle rental

New school premises

Exhibition space

Woodland crofts

Retail space

Studio space

Storage space

Office and desk space

Laundrette

Improved public toilets

Poly-tunnels

Allotments

Small scale cinema

Commercial composting facility

Average

Community cafe/catering space

Community run/owned visitor centre

Improved children's play areas

Mountain-bike trails

Car parking

Sports field

Community woodland

Multi purpose community and social space

Workshop space/industrial units

Gym/exercise equipment

Small swimming pool

Footpaths/walking trails

Which of your preferred facilities would you make use of? 
(n=114)
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10.  

 

 

Interest in volunteering to support the development of facilities was similar to presumed community 

benefit. However, despite their importance, fewest respondents were interested in helping develop 

car parking and public toilets.  
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Car parking

Improved public toilets

Bicycle rental

New school premises

Exhibition space

Storage space

Laundrette

Retail space

Woodland crofts

Studio space

Mountain-bike trails

Office and desk space

Poly-tunnels

Small scale cinema

Allotments

Commercial composting facility

Multi purpose community and social space

Community cafe/catering space

Improved children's play areas

Sports field

Workshop space/industrial units

Community run/owned visitor centre

Community woodland

Gym/exercise equipment

Footpaths/walking trails

Small swimming pool

Which of your preferred facilities would you volunteer to 
assist with the creation and/or running of? (n=88)
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6. Economic activity and employment 

11.  

 

A third of respondents were self-employed on the Applecross peninsula. 9% were self-employed 

outwith the local area. Being an employee followed a similar pattern, although fewer were 

employees in the local area. A third of respondents were retired. 1.5% were underemployed and no 

respondents reported being unemployed. Compared to national averages, the proportion of those 

retired and self-employed were considerably greater that the general population.  

A deeper analysis of the data suggests that of those who were employees, seven were also self-

employed. Four of the retirees also reported being self-employed.  

Others described themselves as volunteers; partially retired; at school or University; explained that 

they had multiple self-employed jobs; or ran holiday lets.  

 

12.  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

I am unemployed

I am in training or education part time

I am underemployed (e.g. I would like to work more
hours)

I am unable to work due to ill health

I am in training or education full time

Other (please specify)

I am an employee/work for a company or business
outside Applecross peninsula

I am self employed/I run my own business outside
Applecross peninsula

I am an employee/work for a company or business on
the Applecross peninsula

I am self employed/I run my own business on the
Applecross peninsula

I am retired

Which of the following describes you? (n=135)
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13. 

 

As might be expected, tourism related activity received the largest number of responses. Arts and 

crafts activity received the highest specific number of responses followed by agricultural and land 

Yes
38%

No
62%

Do you own a business in the Applecross area? (n=135)  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Education and community services

Health and social care

Fishing/fish processing

Manufacturing/production

Transport

Construction

Retail Services

Professional services e.g. accountancy; business…

Tourism - Other

Crofting/agriculture/land management/local produce

Tourism - Catering

Arts and Crafts

Others - (please specify below)

Tourism - Accommodation

Which sector is your business(es) in? (n=53)
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based categories. Although tourism dominates, there was a diversity of self-employed activities. 

‘Other’ responses included forestry; media work; IT and photography; architecture.  

 

14.  

 

The majority of business employed one person or two or three people. However a significant 

minority employed four or more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 (i.e. just 
yourself)

42%

2 or 3 (i.e. 
yourself plus 1 

or 2)
42%

4 - 10
8%

11 or more
8%

How many employees does your business have (including 
yourself)? (n=52)
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15.  

 

Access to an improved internet service was cited most frequently (by some distance) as something 

to help improve respondents’ businesses. Skilled labour, access to capital and workshop spaces were 

also in demand. Machinery and training/advice were cited less often.  

  

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Access to advice, training or mentoring (please specify in
comment box)

Access to equipment or machinery (please specify in
comment box)

Access to unskilled labour

Access to office/IT/printing facilities

Access to training, skills and knowledge

Access to retail spaces/opportunities

Access to accommodation for employees

Access to workshop spaces

Access to capital

Access to skilled and semi-skilled labour

Access to improved internet service

Number of responses 

Which of the following might help you develop, improve or 
grow your business? (n=44)
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16. 

 

‘Other’ responses suggested that some were considering starting a business at some point in the 

medium to longer term. One respondent described other factors that might be important:  

“depending on whether we have fast broadband, leisure facilities (swimming pool/gym would give 

something else to do/would allow kids to learn to swim without the long trip to Kyle) and affordable 

housing which would allow me to settle here comfortably.” 

11%

82%

7%

Are you interested in setting up a business? (n=131)

Yes No Other (please specify)
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17. 

 

The concerns of those looking to start a business were subtly different from those who already ran a 

business. Capital was a mutual concern, but there was a stronger interest in skills and training; 

workshop spaces; office space and; access to equipment and machinery. In one case, this was 

specified as specialist caring equipment.  

 

  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Access to unskilled labour

Access to accommodation for employees

Access to advice, training or mentoring (please specify
in comment box)

Access to retail spaces/opportunities

Access to skilled and semi-skilled labour

Access to equipment or machinery (please specify in
comment box)

Access to office/IT/printing facilities

Access to workshop spaces

Access to training, skills and knowledge

Access to improved internet service

Access to capital

What might help you start up a new business? (n=17)
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7. Housing and accommodation  

18.  

 

55.7% of respondents lived in owned accommodation – a figure lower than the Scottish average of 

62%2. 37.4% of respondents reported living in rented accommodation, roughly in line with the 2011 

Census all Scotland figure of 36.7%.  

19.  

 

                                                           
2 Census 2011 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other (please specify)

Temporary accommodation (i.e. short term lease/
caravans etc)

I do not reside in Applecross

Rented accommodation

Owned accommodation

In Applecross, what type of accommodation do you live in? 
(n=131)
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Yes No

Does your accommodation suit your current housing needs? 
(n=133)
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20.  

 

 

Over a fifth (21) of respondents reported their current housing did not meet their needs.  

Affordability of suitable housing in Applecross appeared to be a concern: 24 respondents expressed 

an interest in affordable, ‘rent-to-buy’ or affordable rental properties. There also appears to be an 

interest in increasing supply of land for self-builds.  

In addition, eight respondents expressed an interest in accessible housing (see below).  

‘Other’ responses included: improved access to sheds/industrial units in the area; a need for access 

to affordable land.  

 

  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

I would like to move to a smaller rented property (i.e.
downsizing or moving out of shared accommodation)

I would like to build a house on my croft but can't get a
mortgage.

I would like to move to a more affordable rented
property

I would like to modernise/do up the house I own.

I would like to move to a quieter rented property (e.g.
away from the road)

Other (please specify)

I would like to move to a larger rented property

I would like to move to a newer rented property that is
easier to heat

I would like a 'rent to buy' property in Applecross

I would like buy an affordable property in Applecross

I would like to buy a house plot for 'self build' in
Applecross

Number of responses 

Which of the following statements best describes your 
situation? (n=29)
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8. Caring and support  

21.  

 

Whilst the overall number of those who have support needs in Applecross is currently low, nearly a 

quarter of respondents indicated that they might have care needs soon. This suggests an issue that is 

likely to grow in scale.  

22.  

 

8 respondents expressed an interest in accessible housing.  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I already have support needs

Other (please specify)

Don't know/not applicable/prefer not to say

Not at the moment, but possibly in the near future

I don't anticipate having support needs in the
foreseeable future

% of responses 

Do you expect to have increasing care and support needs 
within the next 5 years? (n=131)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Other (please specify)

Yes

No

Not sure/don't know

Number of responses 

Would you be interested in accessible housing in 
Applecross to support your care/support needs? (n=46)
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23.  

 

19% of respondents reported that they may need to give support to an adult in the near future. 7% 

were already doing this.  

  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other (please specify)

I already provide care and support to one or more
adults

Not at the moment, but possibly in the near future

Don't know/not applicable/prefer not to say

I don't anticipate providing care or support in the
foreseeable future

% of respondents 

Do you expect to give increasing care and support to an 
adult within the next 5 years? (n=130)
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9. Gaelic  

25.  

 

‘Other’ responses generally described how they could understand a few words: “I learned Gaelic at 

school, but can’t remember much, would like to learn it again”.   

  

26.  

 

Although nearly 70% of respondents did not speak Gaelic there appeared a strong interest in the 

language and culture with around a third wishing to see greater promotion of its culture and 

heritage and learning opportunities. The comments expressed a fondness for Gaelic: 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Other (please specify)

I am fluent in Gaelic

I can speak a little Gaelic

I do not speak Gaelic

% of respondents

How would you describe your ability to communicate in 
Gaelic? (n=131)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

I am learning Gaelic

Other (please specify)

I would like to learn and/or improve my
communication in Gaelic

I would like more promotion of Gaelic language and
culture in Applecross

None of the above

% of responses

Learning and promotion of Gaelic: Which of the following 
apply to you? (n=131) 
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“Not for personal reasons, but for the maintenance of cultural heritage” 

“I am broadly supportive of initiatives like the Gaelic place names project I am also supportive of 

Gaelic heritage projects in general.” 

 “I would like organisations to recognise that there is a Gaelic speaking community in Applecross and 

this was the language of this place in the past.” 

27. 

 Comments again emphasised a passionate support for Gaelic and its heritage: 

“I feel like it should be a choice to attend Gaelic lessons in or out of primary school.” 

“Would be great to have Gaelic in the primary school and also classes for adults. There are few who 

still speak it in Applecross and it would be sad to lose that important part of our heritage.” 

“Gaelic shouldn't be an optional extra, and commodification is pointless. It just needs to be a 

normalised part of our life here. 2011 Census - Applecross had one of the three highest densities of 

Gaelic speakers on mainland Scotland (admittedly, lower numbers in real terms, but still ...)” 

“The Applecross place names online project by Gordon was great...how about linking it to physical 

local places of interest?” 

“Gaelic should be celebrated and people should be able to access information about why it is 

important and what it means to some locals.” 

“It is a great language and much of Applecross history is held within its use historically and 

subsequently it should assist as plans are made to develop different areas in the district.” 
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10. Crofting  

28.  

 

29.  

 

‘Other’ responses detailed specific activities such as: croft-related design business and cut flower 

deliveries and; storage. 

30. What are your future aspirations for the croft?    

• To continue the tradition/pass onto children: 2 

• Increase/maintain production: 12 

• Develop the site for production: 5 

• Build a house: 2 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Yes, but I sub-let it.

No, but I would like to acquire a croft tenancy

Yes

No

Number of responses 

Are you a tenant, sub-tenant or owner of a croft in 
Applecross? (n=132)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

I sub-let it

Another business that would not traditionally be
associated with crofting (e.g. tourism)

Other (please specify)

Woodland

Livestock

Personal enjoyment

Produce

Number of responses

What do you currently use the croft for? (tick all that apply) 
(n=30)
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• Be self-sufficient: 2 

• Development of non-crofting business: 1  

• Sell it: 1  

31.  

 

‘Other’ response was a croft brewery.  

32.  

 

Specific equipment included: fencing tools; rotavator; horse box/stock trailer; mobile cattle crush; 

mobile shearing station; bush cutter; tractor.  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Other (please specify)

Woodland

To build a home

Personal enjoyment

Livestock

Another business that would not traditionally be
associated with crofting (e.g. tourism)

Produce

Number of responses

If you don't have a croft, but would like one - what would 
you like to use it for? (n=20)

0 5 10 15 20 25

Other (please specify)

Access to polytunnels

Access to training

Access to shared machinery/equipment/tools (please
specify below)

Number of responses

How might ACC help you with your croft/crofting (tick all 
that apply) (n=33)
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Other support included: arranging training with Scottish Crofting Federation; letting people know 

when croft land becomes available; promotion of local produce.  

One respondent was more critical and responded: “I don't think that they can as they can't run ACC 

properly yet”. 
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11. Travel and transport  

33.  

 

34.  
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If there were alternative transport options available, would 
you like to reduce the number of vehicles in your household? 

(n=128)
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35. 

 

There was a considerable interest in alternative transport options – especially improved public 

transport (75%). A care share scheme, and community car were also popular options receiving 40.7% 

and 35.1% respectively.  

‘Other’ answers suggested a community bus; bike rental; a boat. And one respondent added that: 

“existing bus is a life line for those of us who can't drive far. Very important for social contact as well 

as shopping etc.” 

  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Other (please specify)

Community car car (petrol/diesel) for affordable rental

Taxi

Community car (electric/hybrid) for affordable rental

Car Share Scheme (online system to enable lift sharing)

Improved public transport

% of respondents 

Would you be interested in using any of the following 
transport options? (tick all that apply) (n=108)
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36.  

 

All of the options scored higher than the middle ‘to a moderate extent’ score of 3. Walking tracks 

and trails was the most favoured item. Overall, there appears consistent support for more active 

travel options in Applecross.  

 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Provision of electric bicycles and/or push bicycles

Access to bicycle maintenance and repair facilities

Off-road cycling tracks and trails

Road cycle lane/path

Improved on-road cycling provision (e.g. cycling signage,
safety)

Walking tracks and trails

Avergae score out of 5  (where 5 is greatest benefit, 1 the lowest possible and 
3 the middle rank) 

Active travel: to what extent would you be in favour of the 
following:
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12. Sport, recreation, culture and community  

37. 

 

 

Facilities for individual sports, spaces for community organisations and general social spaces were regarded positively in Applecross. However, facilities and 

spaces for younger people were relatively poorly rated (nearly 40% considering them poor or very poor and only 21% ranking them good/very good). 

Spaces for education and opportunities for outdoor group and organised sport clustered around the moderate tanking of ‘neither good nor poor’.
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How do you rate the following in Applecross at the moment? (n=131)

Very good/good

Neither good nor poor

Poor/very poor
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The majority of the ‘other’ responses centred on the use of the hall: 

“The community hall if used to its maximum is a wonderful facility for such a small community. We 

are very lucky to have it and should utilise it better.” 

“There is space & provision for social/community use at the hall but access is limited. There are 

showers & additional rooms that could be utilised but these are used for storage.”  

In relation to this it was noted that it is up to individuals to organise activities in the hall:  

“the hall is available to all ages for various activities at affordable costs. It is up to individuals/groups 

to organise events if the demand is there.” 

And that the essence of ‘outdoor pursuits’ might be lost by ‘over organisation’  

“The Applecross peninsula has wonderful natural facilities for individual outdoor pursuits-too much 

organisation would wreck this." 

Others made suggestions as to the future uses of the hall: 

“The hall is a great facility but its location although central seems out of the way. I can’t explain it 

but perhaps it needs to be on the shore somewhere?” 

“The hall is a good space for events and indoor sport. It would be good for the hall to develop this 

further with access to showers/gym space etc. The community also needs another facility with 

flexible spaces to rent /use with good storage and other facilities, so many things can go on 

concurrently. The hall is limited to one small and one large space.” 

“The hall could be improved a bit, but is not that flexible as it only has the two rooms.” 

 

38. Ideas to support sports and recreation in Applecross 

Improved use of community facilities  

• […] ensure the hall is managed properly to its full potential. It could be used for sport, young 

people, music, comm. hub and is a waste that it is currently so limited. Support development 

of pool/gym & outdoor sports pitch 

• Allow the community hall to be used to its full potential. Showers and weight room currently 

have chairs and tables stored in them. Activities are focused on the older elements of the 

community versus sports activities. Gairloch is a great example of how to properly use a 

community hall as are Torridon and Poolewe   

• A new or much improved multi-purpose community centre 

• As alluding to in above question, spaces and activities for very young, young, adult and older 

generation. If health is involved, collaboration with Healthcare Association perhaps?   

 

Arts, culture and crafts  

• Gaelic courses? Conversation courses? 

• Cinema  

• Run a regular market which supports local producers and artisans, perhaps in conjunction 

with heritage centre, not including gimmicky imports!  
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• Community choir or band 

• Art spaces. Artist in residence. Exhibition space for art.  

• A gallery or cultural space for attracting exhibitions and showcasing local talent with 

hanging/display resources – a flexible space for many things as part of a wider community 

space. Adaptable social spaces within a warm, resourced environment would encourage 

social activity. A collection of community and visitor spaces would allow for this. Video 

conferencing facilities would allow for enhanced learning opportunities and greater 

connectivity to cultural events. 

• Revolving exhibitions - there are quite a lot of crafts people in the area. They all sell their own 

stuff separately. What about a Saturday morning crafts market? 

 

Social activities  

• I think that there are already improvements starting with JP's contacts and music evenings. 

In the winter we could run whist drives etc. I would help 

 

Sports facilities  

• Tennis courts 

• Bowling indoor & outdoor 

• I think the creation of a gym/swimming pool would be a fantastic solution to these needs. 

Swimming can be a great activity for people of all ages and would improve the standard of 

living. As a coastal area, swimming is a vital skill for those in Applecross. I grew up here and 

despite a few lessons in Kyle in the summer terms of school, I did not become a strong 

swimmer. It would provide jobs and could include recreational space. It would certainly be 

used by many. 

• Good quality facilities (e.g. swimming pool, sports pitch) would open up opportunities 

particularly with younger people in Applecross and encourage a healthier way of socialising  

• A decent gym and swimming pool facilities must be interesting for this village  

• One thing I have found to be lacking is a flat, smooth surface, that is not a thoroughfare, that 

is large enough on which to play a variety of sports, football, cricket, hockey, shinty, roller 

skating, skateboarding, etc, etc. 

• Relocate hall or create a sports “pavilion” on the lawn by the big house? Or even convert the 

big house? 

• Running has been a great success try to harness enthusiasm of a local expert/enthusiast in 

sport etc. to lead/train others" 

• Organise more health and fitness events- Pilates, short tennis, Scottish Country dancing 

 

Addressing wider social issues  

• More housing made available to young families who may want to move into the area would 

increase the 'energy' of the communities to support and run social activities. 

• An increase in the overall population, particularly of younger people would help with this 

more than anything else. So first need is more affordable housing/business/work 

opportunities to attract and retain younger people and families.  
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Funding, resources and support 

• Offer to match fund entertainment costs 

• It would be interesting to know how other small communities succeed in supporting these 

areas. Would umbrella groups ("Creative Applecross", "Active Applecross" etc.) help people 

to pool resources for specific activities, and advertise events to others? Would groups like 

these help focus what encouragement/support ACC might offer? Would skill share days help? 

• Support 50% of band/performer fee at all events at the village hall. 
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13. Final comments – Applecross Community Company and Applecross in 

General  

39. How do you feel ACC could improve? 

Summary of key points (see appendix 2 for full list): 

The largest area of improvement centred on communication… 

“Not sure as I am not well enough informed about all its activities and who/ how they run.” 

"Improve communication to the local community - more newsletters, more email updates 

etc.” 

“Have more regular meetings with members throughout the year (apart from the AGM), so 

they are more up to date with what's happening and able to get more involved.” 

… and transparency  

“Greater transparency- where are the profits of the hydro and petrol pump schemes going? 

Members of the community have previously tried to get details and be rebuffed. No info, no 

dividends have been provided to the shareholders of the hydro scheme in 2 years.” 

Others noted improvements in regard to the above: 

“The main area historically has been with regard to communication and openness but this 

seems much improved.” 

Positive comments centred on ACC’s hard work and dedication: 

“My impression is that the Applecross Community Company works tirelessly for the 

community. Perhaps ACC should blow its own trumpet more, so the community is more 

aware of the good things it is doing!” 

A small number felt they should be more ambitious, especially with regard land ownership: 

“Again, a larger, younger community would help. More employees working for ACC would 

allow progress to be faster. A less negative attitude from some in the community would be a 

help; it's hard for volunteers and staff when faced with persistent negativity from a few, and 

indifference from many. Access to suitable land to allow new developments would be a big 

help, much of the funding these days is based on the development of community owned 

assets, so without access to land ACC is really disadvantaged..” 

 

“To make more affordable housing available” 

Attempt to work more closely with the Applecross Trust: 

“I am pleased to see that it appears the Company is now keen to work with the Applecross 

Trust and Forum and look forward to positive outcomes.” 

 

40. Anything else you would like to add? 

Full comments are in Appendix 3, in summary: 
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Tourism seems to be causing negative impacts in some cases…. 

“Tourism has exploded in recent years and it is NOT managed at all, never mind effectively. 

We need a tourism authority to inform and manage visitors, as well as marshals / officials for 

enforcement of policies / laws and visitor guidance / support in the summer time.” 

… The North Coast 500 was identified as a problem: 

“NC500 has become a problem-steps need to be taken to slow people down-so many people 

seem to be trying to 'do' it in the shortest time-rally cars bikers etc. It does nothing for the 

local economy like this and destroys the peace & quiet which a lot of visitors used to come for 

-and the roads aren't up to it. Things need to be done to encourage visitors to stay around 

longer” 

“On one occasion it took in excess of two hours to get over this hill after being caught behind 

a convoy of vehicles with ALL of the drivers stopping to take photographs and not letting 

anyone past, I was late for a hospital appointment that day and was turned away by hospital 

staff.”   

Positivity and a love of living in Applecross: 

“Applecross is an extraordinary place. I am very happy and proud to live here. I feel part of a 

community. It is also good to see that the needs of visitors are met to a very high standard -- 

in food, accommodation, retail etc. In future I would hope that as a community we can 

continue to harness the 'resource' of visitors (their interest in our landscape/community etc., 

and the financial benefit they bring) to strengthen our own community and improve facilities 

for, for example, younger folk, starter businesses, etc. so that we can all continue to live here 

and have a secure future.” 

However, there was a concern about future sustainability  

“I am very concerned about the effects austerity and funding cuts will have on Applecross 

and other remote areas. The community needs to be as self-reliant and resilient as possible.” 

“Aging population. More families and young people needed” 

And some ideas for the future 

“[…] I feel Applecross needs to maximise more form the huge number of visitors that pass 

through it and I feel this would be best served by a community hub and visitor centre that 

serves locals and tourists. My reason for combining these is for economies of scale and to 

improve the changes of funding if everything is under one roof or clustered. It would be as 

much work to raise funding for once big venture as to secure funding for a more modest 

undertaking. If we end up with land purchased on which sits a state of the art visitor 

attraction, community facility and potentially a new school and these are designed to be 

future proof and low cost to run then we would be in a good position to adapt to the 

challenges of the future in living in a remote place with ever diminishing/stretched 

council/NHS etc. services. We need to generate income as a community to provide where 

public money is no longer available.” 
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14. About you 

41. 

 

 

42.  
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43.  

 

 

‘Others’: Three on the coast, two holiday home owners from outwith Applecross and one from 

Keppoch.  
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44.  

 

‘Others’ were resident only in summer (secondary residence) and one who was a holiday-home 

owner.  

45.  

 

‘Others’ were as follows: 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Applecross is my primary residence (e.g. I live here all or
most of the year)

Applecross is my primary residence and I have a
holiday/2nd home in the Applecross area

Applecross is a temporary or seasonal residence (e.g. I'm
a seasonal worker)

Applecross is my secondary residence (e.g. I live
elsewhere and have a second or holiday home in…

I study away but my home is in Applecross

Prefer not to say

Other (please specify)

% of respondents 

How would you describe your residence in Applecross? 
(n=125)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

I plan on staying in Applecross for the foreseeable
future

I want to stay in Applecross for the foreseeable future -
but I'm not sure I will

I plan on leaving Applecross in the near future

Prefer not to say

Other (please specify)

% of respondents 

Your future in Applecross (n=125)
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• I plan on travelling and going to Uni or college 

• I would like to return to Applecross permanently in the future after I complete studies 

• Hope to continue as a temporary resident for as long as possible 

• We want to move to Applecross in the foreseeable future 

• I plan to relocate to Applecross in the near future 

46. 
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Appendix 1: Full comments: “The following ideas have surfaced 

through previous consultation and engagement activity. Consider 

the following ideas ─ to what extent do you think each would be of 

benefit for the community of Applecross?” 

• What would be the difference between woodland crofts and community woodland? 

• MB Trails should also include trial bikes and skate park. Home Farm would make an ideal hub 

for any number of facilities and activities in one place, under one roof. Car parking 

• Care home for elderly 

• Company sorts itself out before it thinks of trying to expand 

• Mobile 4G service 

• The community hall should be always open & the small hall could become a village hub. We 

could have coffee & biscuits etc. Desks for computers 

• Community help/cooperation in running shop off season with Browns 

• A large swimming pool with gym and sauna. Hydro or using salts rather than chlorine. 

Massive health benefits for young and old. No need to go to Kyle for school lessons. All kinds 

of fitness classes. Income/sustainability from tourism. Think of all the rainy days where 

Applecross would have indoor activities 

• We already have Applecross Community Hall which is available as a community social space 

• Tennis courts could be an idea or a crazy golf course-both need minimum staff costs although 

job creation would be a good thing. 

• If you are going to set up a laundry your best option will be to have one with public access 

(coin op) doesn't need to be manned all the time but you can still do service washes at this 

facility . i.e. the kitchen at the big house is in the wrong place. If you want to discuss this I am 

happy to meet with you. Duncan Fraser (laundry owner on its 3rd rebuild since 1980) 

• Depends where they are... 

• A large not small swimming pool with associated infrastructure-sauna gym etc. Make use of 

the surplus power from the Hydro scheme to provide power/heating, minimise travel time for 

the school children for swimming lessons: provide indoor activities for rainy days, link with 

community cafe to engage tourists and make self-sustaining. 

• A mountain bike trailhead-parking, cafe wash-down, workshop, linked to the already world 

renowned trail that we have-Sand path, Kenmore path, Torridon. Open up the Inverbain path 

to create a circular route 

• a social space for children e.g. youth club 

• a better equipped/furnished hall 

• Community bins across Applecross 

• Like the idea of swimming pool/gym/leisure facilities - would be of great benefit for locals 

and tourists alike. Also think improved footpaths and bike trails are of extreme importance 

for sustainable tourism.  

• Community owned housing 

• An Applecross Tourism Authority, including summer time marshals to manage the massive 

amount of tourists and their disregard for residents, parking, random camping in passing 

places, littering, irresponsible driving in convoys, taking massive motorhomes across the 

Bealach etc.” 
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• Tolling the Bealach Na Ba for tourists and using the money to maintain the road ourselves. 

Locals free, cars £10, cyclists £100. Anything larger than a van that fits in the passing place - 

not allowed.  

• Replacing passing place signs so that they read ""No Parking - passing place only"" 

• More parking lot space so tourists don't park in front of our houses, especially Shore Street. 

And signs on either side of Shore Street that reads ""No parking - residents only. Use parking 

lots provided"" 

• Taxi service needed 

• Takeaway and delivery food business needed 

• Bakery needed 

• Some kind of book swap/library shelf within any cafe/exhibition/studio space? And a film 

swap/DVD shelf? 

• Animal crossing road signs!  

• The 'don't know' boxes ticked are simply because we do not know the level of demand 

• Library of things. 

• Care home for the elderly 

• Care agency for elderly 

• Community (-owned) assets are key. Community needs an asset base to future-proof itself. 

State and landlord intervention are unlikely to be enough/forthcoming. 

• A taxi/minibus service would be of benefit to the youngsters and to the ageing population 

residing from Toscaig to Kenmore. Also to the many tourists who use the Kenmore path. Even 

if the maximum distance was Strathcarron Station.  

• Rewild the glen 

• Park and ride/walk! 

• Also electric mini bus shuttle hop on hop off service for visitors and locals alike to able to get 

around and give drivers ability to have a drink. 

• People should be encouraged to use the natural landscape for exercising purposes. Maybe 

resources for this could be found? Wetsuits in different sizes for swimming in the bay, kayaks 

etc. for community use. 

• Before any thought is given to leisure areas or retails areas affordable housing should be 

made available to all that seek it in the community.   

• The Village Hall could be utilised for many of these things e.g. community catering space, 

social space, small scale cinema. 

• Flexible multi-purpose spaces for affordable use/rental are key. If these were combined with 

other facilities and a modern tourist attraction by way of a visitor centre then this would 

allow for income generation from tourists to sit beside facilities for locals and visitors alike. 

Shared resources would be of benefit. Placing many facilities together would allow for shared 

staff and volunteers and create across several facilities job opportunities. A visitor attraction 

could aim to be 'the' centre to visit on the West Coast – a must stop destination to make the 

most of the NC500 and other visitors. A centre with attractions, displays, activities covering 

heritage, natural history, crofting, arts, music, culture, geology, night sky, the local people, 

fishing, stories and songs of the area, The Bealach etc. 

• Community Janitor to service public areas. 

• Quarterly bulk refuse/recyclable skip provision. 

• Visiting yacht moorings off Milton Pier." 

• Community janitor service for maintenance of public facilities and spaces.  
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• Several of these options and potentially more could be included on one site as a community 

owned, meaning that all would be much more sustainable because costs could be shared. 

The development should be designed to be as flexible as possible as needs and demands are 

likely to change over time. 

• As the population ages, and there is less public funding available to deal with the care needs 

that arise as a result, Applecross would benefit from the development of a ""well-being"" 

hub which could be used in a flexible way to provide day care etc. This could be part of a 

bigger hub (either the current hall or a new hub) so that there is plenty going on and age 

groups can mix. 

• It's not clear if the council will carry on running the library van; if not, then a library could be 

included in a new hub, or in the community hall.  

• More affordable housing available to local people and affordable plots for house sites for 

local people. More well located business / retail spots. 

• a) A Geriatric Home for elderly people 

• b) A central marketing hub that would run all the local holiday home marketing - so create 

one place for holiday makers to source holiday homes from. The current % paid to agencies 

undertaking this function could instead be put back into the community. 

• Visitor’s moorings.   
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Appendix 2 – full comments:  How could ACC improve?  

• Less projects, more attention to detail and good service. Listen to the opinions of the 

indigenous population and love the heritage-cultural and religious. 

• More attention to the wider community of the peninsula 

• I think that communication and accountability are paramount. It seems that the company is 

very committed and enthusiastic. I wish them well 

• Better clarity of projects, activity & finances. Better relationship with the Trust to ensure 

partnership projects 

• Continue to increase information RE your activities 

• By communicating with their members and keeping directors informed especially when 

things go wrong e.g. Company being dissolved and it being kept secret from everyone except 

?..running the filling station without insurance! More information about income/expenditure 

so the whole community can see the perceived benefits 

• Hold meetings on neutral ground not in the pub! 

• Greater transparency- where are the profits of the hydro and petrol pump schemes going? 

Members of the community have previously tried to get details and been rebuffed. No info , 

no info, no dividends have been provided to the shareholders of the hydro scheme in 2 years 

• I feel the community company can improve by actually doing something positive and by 

actually doing something in the next 5 years or be in the process of building etc. 

• To make more affordable housing available 

• Better communication. 

• More transparency. 

• Involve members in decision making. 

• Register an interest in all lands within company operating area. 

• I think they are doing a great job. 

• think you do very well, punch well above your weight. 

• Take over more land ownership and therefore have more control. 

• Not sure as I am not well enough informed about all its activities and who / how they run 

• Keep going ahead 

• My impression is that the Applecross Community Company works tirelessly for the 

community. Perhaps ACC should blow its own trumpet more, so the community is more 

aware of the good things it is doing! 

• Improve communication to the local community - more newsletters, more email updates etc. 

• Have more regular meetings with members throughout the year (apart from the AGM), so 

they are more up to date with what's happening and able to get more involved. 

• Liked the newsletters but they seemed to have dropped off. So better informed of current 

activity. 

• N/A. 

• The main area historically has been with regard to communication and openness but this 

seems much improved. 

• As an outsider, it’s hard to say. But from what I can see, you do a great job 

• Doing an excellent job at present, but would greatly benefit from a more proactive 

involvement of the Trust (as seems to be developing) and from the wider community 

• Communication  

• More openness and better communication. 

• Communication and accountability  
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• having more active members 

• Providing excellent, reliable and speedy broadband 

• I think they do very well. Listening to views and trying to make improvements has been a real 

plus for community 

• More regular, short communications. This might serve to alleviate some of the negativity 

certain people feel…but then again, probably not much would make a difference there! 

• More exposure in an carranach 

• Communicating more about what is being worked on? Perhaps a newsletter a couple of 

times a year 

• Develop better relationships with the Applecross Trust which has in the past proved 

confrontational rather than working together for the benefit of the population 

• More visible and perhaps active (at least seen to be active). Perhaps a little bit of celebration 

of the great things that all the volunteers do and how people contribute to the fabric of the 

community through the company 

• Have an office that is visible and central 

• Communication could be more regular - perhaps quarterly. The recent newsletter was 

excellent 

• A greater buy in from members so they feel it is their community company. Good work and a 

lot of effort is put in by volunteers/employees of ACC and this should be appreciated as well 

as the company realising the community wants to know more. It is a two way thing – better 

appreciation of ACC's efforts borne from better communication 

• Does very well as it is 

• Turn back the clock twenty years 

• Cinema and paths 

• I am pleased to see that it appears the Company is now keen to work with the Applecross 

Trust and Forum and looks forward to positive outcomes 

• Again, a larger, younger community would help. More employees working for ACC would 

allow progress to be faster. A less negative attitude from some in the community would be a 

help; it's hard for volunteers and staff when faced with persistent negativity from a few, and 

indifference from many. Access to suitable land to allow new developments would be a big 

help, much of the funding these days is based on the development of community owned 

assets, so without access to land ACC is really disadvantaged.. 

• Better communication with public 
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Appendix 3 – Full comments: Finally, do you have any other 

comments you would like to add about life in Applecross? 

• Amazing scenery, wonderful people. Visitors are welcome but too many of them. NC500 

should never have been planned over the Bealach-it’s a nightmare for locals! 

• NC500 has become a problem-steps need to be taken to slow people down-so many people 

seem to be trying to 'do' it in the shortest time-rally cars bikers etc. It does nothing for the 

local economy like this and destroys the peace & quiet which a lot of visitors used to come for 

-and the roads aren't up to it. Things need to be done to encourage visitors to stay around 

longer 

• Thank you for the opportunity to do this survey 

• I love living and working here and there is a great sense of community. My bugbears are poor 

driving, lack of affordable housing for locals and lack of bins for tourists 

• ACC should do more to put Applecross forward rather than just complaining about 

everything 

• We are a very small community. We have to be pragmatic as well as enthusiastic about 

projects. But that does not mean that things should not be tried. It depends so much on 

participation by members of the community 

• Frustrating running a business with unreliable broadband 

• 11 or more employees is not my business but the one I work for 

• Yes it is the best place to live in the UK but also the most frustrating & bureaucratic. Everyone 

moving forward in partnership-Trust, C Company and the community will result in some 

really positive steps  

• It's still the best place to live! 

• The pros outweigh the cons 

• I support the community company and am willing to help it as best I can whether that is with 

advice and contacts (I have a petrol station, post office/shop and a launderette dry-cleaners) 

as I have done in the past. Also as I have done before when asked I have undertaken digger 

work for test holes, undergrowth removal and such like for no charge and am happy to 

continue to do this 

• I wish the company success in all its endeavours and I see it as an important part to the 

success of the community in Applecross 

• More of an issue for Council-roads, signage, tourist problems, litter, wild camping 

• There is a disproportionate weighting of support towards the older generation many of 

whom were virtually gifted property back in the 70s. This generation are now making it 

virtually impossible for the younger generation to live here-croft land being sold or offered at 

exorbitant rates, homes being sold to such a high price they only go as holiday homes. The 

community is on the cusp of dying because it is almost impossible for young families to live 

here  

• The community company is a good organisation but in order to continue being one they need 

to take action 

• Separate cycle lane over Bealach 

• Since the North Coast 500 life on the coast road has become very difficult due to the amount 

of traffic. I would like to see a speed limit imposed on our single-track roads and signs 

explaining how to use the passing places 

• Less interference by trustees of the Applecross Trust in the daily running of local businesses. 

They need to help and support not hinder as they are doing. 
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• Without the Community Company we would probably not have a petrol station and many of 

us would not have had decent broadband for the last 5 years. Well done for all the hard work 

you have put into community projects. 

• Increase in mainstream (the beaten path) tourism is making working and living in Applecross 

less and less attractive during the summer months. 

• Not sure we can comment as we only have short stays but on a regular basis 

• Tourism has exploded in recent years and it is NOT managed at all, never mind effectively. 

We need a tourism authority to inform and manage visitors, as well as marshals / officials for 

enforcement of policies / laws and visitor guidance / support in the summer time. 

• It’s good  

• Applecross is an extraordinary place. I am very happy and proud to live here. I feel part of a 

community. It is also good to see that the needs of visitors are met to a very high standard -- 

in food, accommodation, retail etc. In future I would hope that as a community we can 

continue to harness the 'resource' of visitors (their interest in our landscape/community etc., 

and the financial benefit they bring) to strengthen our own community and improve facilities 

for, for example, younger folk, starter businesses, etc. so that we can all continue to live here 

and have a secure future. 

• It feels very precarious. A fragile, fractured shadow of the place it used to be. It saddens me 

greatly to witness its transformation from a beautiful fishing village with a healthy 

population, a true community. It has been replaced by one half filled with empty homes, 

tourism dominated employment and filled with too many residents here for their own self-

interest many of whom have no understanding or respect for the people, the place and the 

culture of what it was. There are of course lots of lovely people around too who give their 

time to local things but with a decreasing pool of those who can/will it seems unsustainable 

in the longer and possibly even the short term 

• I like life in such a beautiful, even when it’s hoaching with people in the summer months. 

• Thank you for taking the time to run and evolve the company 

• As temporary residents, we value everything that is here already, but strongly feel that 

raising the level of amenities and employment opportunities is essential for a sustainable 

future  

• Unmanageable increase in visitors  

• Any change should grow with us rather than being an imposed dynamic 

• We live in London, and have a holiday home in Fearnbeg. Applecross is very dear to us and I 

would be happy to assist with marketing etc. in terms of a holiday home hub which is specific 

to Applecross. My husband is a builder and would be interested in work on the Applecross 

peninsula 

• Great place 

• Life in Applecross is good, but far from perfect. Population is too small, so we cannot sustain 

- at the moment - the services we could with 100-150 more people. 

• It saddens me to see this NC500 driving away tourists who come to enjoy the place. The 

congestion round the hotel is horrendous as are the driving conditions in the summer. It 

makes a prisoner of us in our own homes as there's no pleasure in battling to get anywhere 

• Remove crofts from absentees and individuals with multiple crofts! And allocate making sure 

local people have first choice and not speculators with the biggest pockets 

• Applecross Rocks! 

• NO 

• Love it...but feel it is hard to get the plot I want to really develop holistically 
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• Applecross can be a difficult place to live. It requires determined effort to stay here in finding 

work and places to live. I feel Applecross needs to maximise more form the huge number of 

visitors that pass through it and I feel this would be best served by a community hub and 

visitor centre that with serves locals and tourists. My reason for combining these is for 

economies of scale and to improve the changes of funding if everything is under one roof or 

clustered. It would be as much work to raise funding for once big venture as to secure 

funding for a more modest undertaking. If we end up with land purchased on which sits a 

state of the art visitor attraction, community facility and potentially a new school and these 

are designed to be future proof and low cost to run then we would be in a good position to 

adapt to the challenges of the future in living in a remote place with ever 

diminishing/stretched council/NHS etc. services. We need to generate income as a 

community to provide where public money is no longer available 

• The NC500 has in my opinion changed the dynamic of the Peninsula for a mix of positive and 

negative. The infrastructure struggles at times to cope with the influx of traffic etc. Yet the 

area benefits hugely from the trade.  

• Applecross has become too packed, it is a nightmare to use the roads especially in the 

summer, and there is far too much traffic with drivers who are NOT considerate to other road 

users! It is not only the extra time it takes to get anywhere it is the extreme frustration 

caused when visitors keep stopping to take photographs and will NOT let you by. On one 

occasion it took in excess of two hours to get over this hill after being caught behind a convoy 

of vehicles with ALL of the drivers stopping to take photographs and not letting anyone past, 

I was late for a hospital appointment that day and was turned away by hospital staff.  It 

doesn't matter how much time you add on for a journey as this time can be swallowed up 

very quickly, as happened on the day of my hospital appointment. 

• We tried to join AppleNet but were told that they were not taking on any new customers! 

Thus we have very few options for internet access - a must for running any business & now 

expected by most visitors to the area. It must be a priority to sort this out. 

• The recent introduction of NC500, while good for certain businesses, has been detrimental to 

local residents. 

• A good place to live 

• I am very concerned about the effects austerity and funding cuts will have on Applecross and 

other remote areas. The community needs to be as self-reliant and resilient as possible. 

Development of more income generating projects so that the community has an income that 

can be used in a flexible way to create opportunities and deal with council cuts is absolutely 

essential.  

• Aging population. More families and young people needed 

 

 

 


